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Message from the Guest Editor

Special Issue Information
Dear Colleagues,

Mankind has been moving fish around for millennia,
sometimes on purpose, and just as o en, not. Some of
these introduced species have become super-abundant,
upsetting ecosystem balance, earning them the distinction
of being considered invasive.  Increasing effort is now being
applied to both understand the causes of this
phenomenon and its consequences, and then to control
particular invasive species. This Special Edition has a
relatively broad scope, and solicits articles that address
how and why fish species have become invasive, their
consequences, and how some species are presently
controlled (or not) and why. Examples of successful control
that are of broad significance to multiple situations and
species are especially encouraged. Examples are also
sought from both freshwater and marine
systems. Theoretical manuscripts are welcomed, as well as
papers that describe successful ongoing management
approaches that might have not been described in peer-
review literature before.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Maria Angeles
Esteban
Department of Cell Biology and
Histology, Faculty of Biology,
University of Murcia, 30100
Murcia, Spain

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Fishes is a multidisciplinary open access journal focusing
on reports of original research and critical reviews and
synthesis from the broad area of fishes and aquatic
animals. The ultimate objective of Fishes is to facilitate the
discovery of connections between research areas,
advancing science and filling knowledge gaps, and
providing solutions for all present and future issues
encountered in the sector of fisheries and aquaculture. As
Editor-in-Chief, I encourage you to consider Fishes for your
scientific papers and would be pleased to welcome you as
one of our authors.
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